1. Introduction. In this paper the method of summability with a governor, introduced by G. Piranian [5] , 2 is generalized, and the effectiveness of the new methods is compared with that of the Cesàro methods of integral order.
2. Preliminary theorems. We shall consider throughout this paper an arbitrary formal series (A) Z a h Using the notation s n = ]QL 0 ay, we consider the standard Toeplitz transformation
00
(1) On = /2, bnjSj.
The following theorem is well known.
THEOREM 1 (SILVERMAN-TOEPLITZ [8, 9] ). A necessary and sufficient condition that the transformation (1) be regular is that the following hold: Consider now an arbitrary sequence {X n } of nonnegative terms, not all zero, and set A n = ]EXo \?-Then A n >0 for all sufficiently large n. If, for these n, we let & w y=X"_y/A n tor j^n and b nj -0 for j>n, then (1) becomes
<r n = -2*1 syX w~y .
(For the finite number of cases in which A" = 0 we define a n to be zero.) If linin-oo o" n exists we say that (A) is Nörlund summable by means of the sequence {X w }, or summable (iV, X) [4] , It is easily seen from Theorem 1 that (N, X) is regular if and only if X n = ö(A n ). We shall consider only regular Nörlund methods.
It is known that any two regular Nörlund methods, (iV, X) and (N y co), are consistent. If, in particular, every series summable (N, co) is summable (N, X) we shall write (N, Ù))(Z(N, X). X«=A*~1Xn-A^Xn-i with X n = 0 for n<0, we obtain the following results: COROLLARY 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that (C, k) C(N, X) is that (3) ÊG^4-* i *|A*X / | =0(A W ).
f-0
To see this we observe that 
3-0
Repeating the argument k times we find n n 22 Cn-3+ifc.fc | A*X ƒ | = X) X,' = A w ,
so that (3) is satisfied. One more useful corollary is now obtainable. Since C n ,k~n k /k\ the result is obvious.
The method (G, &).
We shall henceforth consider the series (A) under the additional stipulation that not all a n = 0. We define Pn(0) = \a n \, and, by induction, p n (k) = ]C?«o Pj(k -l), and set
(For the finite number of cases for which p n (k + l) may be zero we define G n (k) to be zero.) DEFINITION. If lim,,^, G n (k) =<r exists and if lining p n (k)/p n (k+l) = 0, the series (A) is summable to a by means of a governor of order k, or (G, k) summable to cr. 4 The method (G, k) reduces to the method (G) of Piranian when k = 1. It is easily shown to be a regular Nörlund method. A stronger result is the following:
the sequence {G n (& + 1)} is obtained from the sequence {G n (k)} by a Riesz transformation (R, q) with 5n = ^n(fe + l) [2, 6] . Further, lining p n (k + l) = + <*> so that the transformation is regular and lim n -*ooG n (& + l)=<r. That lining p n (k + l)/p n (k+2) = 0 follows from a result of Piranian [5, Lemma] . Thus (A) is (G, fe + 1) summable.
All of the results known for summability (G) are readily extended to the case (G, k), although the details are frequently tedious. Since the topic of greatest interest here is the relation between Cesàro summability and the new method we shall not investigate these extensions. The next theorem will, however, prove useful in our work. When two or more series are under consideration we shall use the notations p n (k; a), s n (a), G n (k; a), and so on, to refer to the series (A). 
ÀUa)
Since only the case of divergent series is of interest we may assume that lim n^o o Pn(l ; o) = + °°, so that Since 0^/>«-<(fe + l; a)/p n (k + l; a)^l the third term approaches zero, by (5) . The result now follows readily.
4.
Relation between (G, k) and (C, k) summability. THEOREM That conditions (ce) and (7) of Theorem 1 are satisfied is evident. We need investigate only condition (/3). Let a m 5^0. Then, for n^m,
For every positive integer k, (C, k)(Z(G, k).

Let us assume that (A) is summable (C,
But, since (A) is summable (C, k), a n = o(n k ) [3, p. 484 ]. Therefore, lim nH>00 6nt = 0 for all i. Thus (9) 
Therefore lim^*, T n (k) = 1/ra*, so that ]C£o dj is (C, è) summable. By Theorem 5, then, the series is also (G, k) summable and limn-* G n (k) = l/tn k . Finally, if ]Ci% dj were also (G, k -1) summable to cr, then a would be l/m k . This cannot be the case and our series therefore has the desired properties.
We have seen that the method (G, k) is at least as effective as the method (C, k). We shall now determine conditions under which (G, k) is stronger than the corresponding Cesàro mean. To obtain these results from the corollaries of Theorem 2 we merely notice that It is interesting to observe that Theorem 5 could be obtained from this result if a direct proof that (C, r) summability implies Hm».»*, pn(r)/p n (r+l) = 0 were available. The author has been unable to find such a proof.
We conclude by giving a new proof of a theorem due to Piranian [5, Theorem 8] . 
